Comparison of misclassification rates of search partition analysis and other classification methods.
Search partition analysis (SPAN) is a method to develop classification rules based on Boolean expressions. The performance of SPAN is compared against the trials reported by Lim et al. of 33 other methods of classification, including tree, neural network and regression methods on 16 data sets, most of which were health related. Each data set was augmented with noise variables in further trials. Lim et al. assessed the performance of the methods by estimates of misclassification rate, either cross-validated or test sample based. In this paper, the same data sets are analysed by SPAN and misclassification rates of the SPAN classifiers are estimated. Comparison is made of the performance of SPAN against the other methods that were considered by Lim et al. In terms of average misclassification error rate, taken over all data sets, SPAN was among the best five methods. In terms of average ranking of misclassification, that is, for each data set ranking the misclassification rates from lowest to highest, SPAN was second only to polyclass logistic regression.